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It’s 50 Years and Counting for
Charlotte-based MyFain.com

EDITORIAL
Let’s Hear It for
Conscious Capitalism
You probably don’t need me to tell you that what
we do as entrepreneurs and business people
doesn’t always meet with unbridled approval in
the world at large. Depending on whose survey
you look at, about half of all Americans have a
negative view of capitalism and for many, it’s
about greed and corruption, cheating consumers,
destroying the environment and not much else.
But even if it’s not real hard to find examples of
bad actors in all of those categories, is that really
the true picture of capitalism today? I don’t think
so and I suspect, neither do you.

For David Fain and his team at MyFain.com in Winston-Salem, North Carolina,
every day is not just a good day but a fantastic day. It’s been like that since the
beginning of 2013, when David implemented a comprehensive rebranding for the
company his father, James Rhea Fain, founded as Fain Enterprises in 1967.
This year, though, every day is not only fantastic but also very special, as the
dealership celebrates its 50th year of continuous service to the local business
community.
MyFain.com started out supplying billing services for local companies primarily
in the healthcare industry. At one time the company mailed tens of thousands
of statements monthly. From there, products and services expanded to include
accounting products such as ledgers, day sheets and checks along with office
supply items to support those accounting systems.
The next growth plateau at Fain saw the dealership become the office efficiency
specialist, also primarily in healthcare. “We were one of the first dealers in North
Carolina to promote and sell color-coded filing systems,” recalls David.
Fain management followed marketplace changes and recognized that the future
for the company depended on a full transition to office supplies. In addition, the
move to sell a broad line of office supplies enabled Fain to expand its business
from healthcare to a broader base of professionals and other business.
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Last month, one of our own, Goodmans Interior
Structures president Adam Goodman, offered a
far more positive vision of capitalism and the role
it can play in society at large. In a TED Talk-like
event before students at Grand Canyon University in Phoenix, Adam made a compelling case
for a concept he called “Conscious Capitalism,” a
powerful force for good with the ability to create
value, lift people out of poverty and help address
even the toughest social problems.
Sadly, we don’t have space here to do full justice to Adam’s presentation but you can see it for
yourself. [WATCH] If you’re like most independents, you’ll find much of what Adam has to say
has a familiar ring, particularly his comments on
the ability of businesses to make a real difference
in the community in a way that goes beyond simply moving boxes. And even though Adam gives
business profits their full due—they’re non-negotiable, he says—he makes it clear the purpose of
his dealership is by no means limited to building a
strong bottom line.
Hats off to Adam for taking his message to the
community at large, particularly to some of the
students who will be tomorrow’s business leaders and consumers. We know many of you have
a similar story to tell, so please check out Adam’s
presentation—it’s less than 15 minutes long—and
start looking for opportunities to help spread the
word in your own community. Most of us have a
great story to tell and we shouldn’t be shy about
telling it.
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Flash forward to today and the dealership enjoys a strong business in and around Winston-Salem. “We run trucks throughout
central North Carolina,” says David. “Our primary market is Forsythe County and the eight counties that attach to it. We also
have runs to Charlotte and Raleigh.”
While 50 years is an impressive landmark by any measure,
David doesn’t plan to put too much emphasis on the anniversary.
He says he learned long ago that people do business with you
because of who you are and not how long you’ve been around.
“They want to know that you are going to take care of their order
today,” he says.
Even so, the company has added a “50 years” signature to emails
and some of its literature and has plans for a 50-year customer
appreciation celebration in September or October.

Georgia-based McGarity’s Wins
‘Educational Exhibitor’ Award

Arlington, VA Based Furniture Dealer
Washington Workplace Earns Local ‘Best
Furniture Vendor’ Honors
Congratulations are in order for John Murphy and his team at
Washington Workplace after the Arlington, Virginia-based furniture
dealership was recently named Best in Industry Furniture Vendor
for 2016 by the Commercial Real Estate Brokerage Association
of Greater Washington, DC (CREBA).
The award represents a whole lot more than just a nice addition
to the display case for Washington Workplace.
Commercial real estate brokers are playing an increasingly important role in the office furniture business today and John and
his team clearly have come up with an effective formula for keeping them happy.
This year’s award represents the eighth time Washington Workplace has been recognized by CREBA, no mean achievement by
any measure.

Light Rail Advertising Builds
the Brand for Wist Office Products

Scott McGarity (right) and sales rep Kyle Hinnant have good reasons to be smiling.
Their booth just won a special ‘Educational Exhibitor’ award.

In Gainesville, Georgia, the local chamber’s 2017 Business Expo
turned out to be a winner for Scott McGarity and his team at McGarity’s Business Products. The dealership took home the “Most
Educational Exhibitor” award for its booth, which featured ergonomic office furniture.
It wasn’t that the McGarity’s put a lot of planning into the booth,
admits Scott McGarity, president.
“I got together with one of my sales reps the day before the event
and we decided to show a sit-stand table with a Safco Locus
chair that you lean on,” says Scott. They added a comfort chair
mat, and that completed the booth.
The show is always great advertising for McGarity’s, Scott says,
but this year’s award gave an additional dimension to the benefits of participating and helped the dealership raise its profile with
some welcome recognition.
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Riders of the Light Rail system in Tempe, Arizona are seeing a
bit more of local independent Wist Office Products these days,
thanks to an innovative new marketing effort.
The dealership is featured on a wrap of the city’s light rail cars.
Those rail cars spread the Wist brand from one side of the city to
the other over 20 hours a day, producing up to a million impressions a day.
Wist had advertised before using the light rail system but this
latest effort is a significant upgrade, reports Ian Wist, general
manager. “We like the medium a lot, and this time we are going
back in a bigger way,” he says.
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In addition to the Wist brand, the wrap features logos for HP,
HON and Keurig to get the message out that Wist sells technology, furniture and breakroom products in addition to basic office
supplies.
“We try to hit all the categories we carry so people know we sell
these products,” says Ian. The inside of the cars also features the
wrap on the ceiling so riders get further exposure.
A banner on the Wist website and Facebook page encourages
visitors to take photos of the rail car and post them to the Wist
Facebook page. Posting photos generates an entry into a special
raffle to win a HON Basyx chair, with two lucky winners due to
announced later this month.
By the end of March more than three dozen hopefuls had sent
in pictures, and Ian expects many more before the promotional
period ends.

WI Dealer Office Pro Garners High Profile PR
In Janesville, Wisconsin, Jamin Arn and his team at local independent Office Pro got some terrific media exposure last month,
when the local Janesville Gazette newspaper, circulation 15,000
plus, ran a 1,000-word profile on the dealership.

The story highlighted Office Pro’s recovery from the Great Recession and the post-recession acquisitions that have put it on a solid
growth path and spread its footprint into the Milwaukee suburbs.
Those acquisitions, the newspaper reported, included 50-yearold Inter Office Products in Hartland, Wisconsin and Commercial
Office Products in New Berlin.
The two companies will consolidate operations at Inter Office’s
Hartland location, which will operate as a distribution hub between Madison and Milwaukee, Jamin told the newspaper.
With the acquisitions, Office Pro now employs about 30 workers,
up from 20 just a year ago, with a product mix that goes way
beyond just office products.
As the article notes, “A tour of Arn’s leased space in Janesville
will take a visitor on a sideways ramble through an office printer
toner equipment refurbishing operation, a mishmash of new and
used furniture showrooms, warehousing for a growing catalog
of office equipment and supplies, and company offices that all
seem to blend into one space linked by doorways.”
Also featured in the story: Office Pro’s document shredding business, which, says Jamin, processes tens of thousands of pounds
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of documents a week on contract—including shredding for one
local government.
The recent resurgence in the economy has him optimistic, according to the story, but he says he’s also taking a lesson he
learned during the recession and will be monitoring future growth
more carefully.
“I think we still have to be very calculated when it comes to how
do we grow now. Do you buy a janitorial supply company, or
do you go after a food and beverage company?” Jamin told the
newspaper. “I think the market is right for us to continue to maintain some sort of momentum because we’re functioning smarter
than before the recession. We learned from it.”

The goal of the Junior Achievement program is to teach high
school students about financial literacy and work readiness and
covers content not typically taught in schools, explains Beth
Freeman, assistant vice president sales and technology at FSI.
“It’s a great way for us to be involved in the community and we
get to help the students be more prepared for the jobs and careers they will have one day,” says Beth.
Students toured the FSI facility and heard presentations about
different areas of the company. Beth says that FSI employees
were able to make connections with what students learn in school
and see how that knowledge applies to work experiences.
“We showed them how in our pricing and contracts department
and in managing margins what they learn in math class applies
on a daily basis at work,” says Beth.

Charlotte Area High School Students Learn
About Career Opportunities at FSIOffice
FL Dealer Gulf Coast Office Products
Invests in Solar Panels to Offset Electricity
Costs

Some high school students in Charlotte, North Carolina, have a
much better idea of the opportunities a career with an independent office products dealer might offer after participating recently in a job shadow experience at local independent FSIOffice.
Students had a chance to explore in-depth a variety of departments at the dealership, including sales, customer service, human resources and more.
In addition, students heard from FSIOffice team members on interviewing strategies, had the opportunity to develop their own
personal “Elevator Pitch” and even participated in abbreviated
mock interviews.
This was the third time that FSIOffice was involved with a job
shadow experience with high school students. The events are
sponsored by the local Junior Achievement organization.

In Pensacola, Florida, Gulf Coast Office Products recently completed installation of a solar panel array for its office and warehouse facility and, says, general manager John Wright, the effort
was not only about doing the right thing for the environment but
also an investment that also simply made good business sense.
“We looked at the cost and the tax credits available and it really
made sense to make the capital investment,” says John. The
installation could potentially offset $30,000 in power costs per
year, he reports.
The system, one of the largest in the region, was designed to
offset approximately 90% of the dealership’s power requirement
and made an immediate impact on its overhead costs, with the
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first month’s electricity bill after installation coming in at around
$300, down from the $1,700 the dealership usually sees.
The installation cost Gulf Coast about $250,000, but John estimates it will require only five years to completely recoup the purchase. The company benefits from the federal Business Energy
Investment Tax Credit, a solar incentive that allows businesses
to claim a 30 percent dollar-for-dollar reduction on income tax.

brand awareness and spread goodwill through engaging in fun
and sometimes spontaneous events, to a local university on
Random Acts of Kindness Day and while the salesperson for the
account delivered flowers to the purchasing department, Greg
and Kristen handed out flowers to students.

And if the dealership’s solar panels produce more power than it
uses, adds John, they can sell it back to the local utility and get
credit.

In St. Louis, MO, Office Essentials
Celebrate Random Acts of Kindness Day
Random Acts of Kindness Day started out in Denver back in 1995
as a way to help make the world a better place by spreading a
little unexpected happiness around. This year, St. Louis, Missouri-based Office Essentials got into the random acts business in
its own way by purchasing 100 carnations and handing them out
onsite at one of its better customers.
OE marketing specialists Greg Bussmann and Kristin Diering
took the Office Essentials Fun Truck, a vehicle designed to build

“Reactions ranged from smiles and sighs to laughter and hugs,”
says Greg. “One of the most rewarding moments we witnessed

continued on page 12 >>
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was watching one student pay it forward by offering his flower to
another student.”
Greg says the effort, which took a couple of hours, was not a
huge marketing event but rather a quick and easy way to brighten the day for some people who weren’t really expecting it.
“We were kind of surprised at how much social media response it
got which was probably a function of giving the flowers to young
people,” he says. “For a small investment we made a pretty big
impact.”

Silicon Valley Dealer Value Business
Products Raises Profile with Podcasts
In Morgan Hill, California, Sam Kabert, president of Value Business Products, has come up with an innovative way to build his
dealership’s brand by partnering with a local social media expert
on “WhatUp Silicon Valley,” a series of podcasts they co-host.
The podcasts are produced in conjunction with the Silicon Valley Young Professionals organization, a local networking group
within the local chamber to which Sam and his podcast partner
both belong.
The two produce podcasts almost weekly and, says Sam, “It’s a
cool way to build our brands in a really subtle way.”

Canada’s Mills Office Productivity Grows
through SpeeDee Merger
In Prince George, British Columbia, Brad Mills and his team at
Mills Office Productivity have given their dealership’s market
coverage a major boost by joining forces with fellow independent
SpeeDee-Your Office Experts.
With this merger, the Mills Office Productivity family has grown
to ten locations across the British Columbia, the company said.
“Uniting with SpeeDee gives us the opportunity to deliver great
customer service and our full range of products to an ever-wider
customer base,” said Mills Office Productivity CEO Brad Mills.
SpeeDee-has stores in Prince George, Smithers, Terrace and
Fort. St John, while Mills Office Productivity has locations in
Penticton, Kamloops, Osoyoos, Trail, Kelowna, Powell River and
the main office in Vancouver. Together, this regional network now
represents the #2 independent office products company in Canada, the company said.

MN Dealer Viking Office Supply Hosts
Breakfast for the Local Chamber

The podcasts developed at the beginning of the year and content has ranged from local Facebook postings to interviews with
area sports figures and promotions of activities hosted by the
Young Professionals.
“We make an outline of topics and then we ramble and banter
from there,” reports Sam.
Content may look fairly random but the podcasts have up an
impressive following, logging some 1,500 listens through 12 episodes. “We don’t really talk about our business that much, but it
has already opened up new opportunities,” says Sam.
“We did a live podcast after a networking event and the husband
of someone I knew, who is the marketing director of a hotel, followed up,” reports Sam. That contact resulted in a nice sale of
branded water bottles, a deal that Sam attributes directly to the
podcast.
To help promote the show and his promotional products business
Sam has produced dress socks with the Whatup logo which he
gives out to clients and prospects.

The business community in Alexandria, Minnesota has a better idea of the products, services and value available to them
from local independent Viking Office Supply, after the dealership
co-hosted breakfast for its local chamber of commerce.
Close to 100 attendees, including chamber members and prospective members, attended the breakfast, reported Deanna
Johnson, CFO and owner of Viking.
A local farm-to-table purveyor provided the food, further emphasizing the strong “buy-local” message of the event.
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Arrow Office Supply, Detroit
It may not have made national headlines
but there is a renaissance going on in the
city of Detroit and Arrow Office Supply is
riding the crest of that resurgence. The
dealership is coming off one of its best
years ever and while a strong local economy no doubt helps, third-generation manager Marc Crane says the credit for Arrow’s success and longevity really belongs
in large part to its outstanding work force.
“We hear from customers all the time
about how great our service is and how
friendly our delivery drivers and customer
service staff are,” says Crane.
Like many dealers today. Crane attributes
at least some of the dealership’s recent
growth to its ventures into new, non-traditional product categories.
“We have been selling breakroom and
JanSan for the last couple of years and
have had great success,” he reports. So
much so that virtually the only products
featured on the dealership’s website home
page are breakroom and JanSan items.
“Most everybody already knows we sell
office supplies so it makes more sense to
feature these products,” suggests Crane.
Crane says that businesses of all sizes are
opening in Detroit and the company’s location, central to the city, and reputation
APRIL 2017

for service and dependability make it a
natural choice. Arrow has been in business since 1946, it is one of the largest
and oldest dealerships in Michigan and is
well-known in the business community.
Many of the newer companies opening in
Detroit today are small to mid-sized businesses, says Crane, and many times their
initial purchases of business products have
been from Internet suppliers. While Crane
believes that Arrow can easily compete
with his big box competitors, one Internet
reseller in particular gives him pause.
The growing presence of Amazon among
his smaller and mid-sized customers
and prospects is of increasing concern.
“They are out there, they have extremely
low prices and everybody knows about
them,” says Crane. The best way to approach that challenge, he contends, is for
dealers to focus on their strengths.
“We can easily show customers that we
offer better value,” he says. With nextday delivery in most cases Arrow easily
matches Amazon’s delivery options. And
the dealership beats Amazon on service
in every regard. “If you need anything or
if something goes wrong you can’t speak
to anyone at Amazon,” he says. “We have
that. We can help our customers; we can
guide them.” Crane recognizes he can’t
INDEPENDENT DEALER

Pictured l. to r.: Michael
Crane, Marc Crane and
Sandy Crane

always beat them on price but that exceptional personal service will usually win the
day. He also raises the buy-local banner.
“We think it’s important to support Detroit-based businesses,” says Crane.
Right now the buy local movement is extremely strong in Detroit. “Why would you
send your money to big box stores when
you can support a local business and get
much better service and a better experience?” he asks. It is a message that readily resonates with most customers and it
is helping Arrow gain new business every
day, Crane reports.
For the remainder of 2017 growth at Arrow will be driven, in part, through the acquisition of new business clients. At the
same time Crane anticipates continued
organic growth with current customers
through growing sales of breakroom and
JanSan products.
Going forward, Crane expects to continue
with the activities that have contributed to
Arrow’s success. “That is how we keep
the competition at bay,” he says. “We
focus on our strengths and what we do
best.
That has been the driving force at Arrow,
and Crane adds, “It’s working!”
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Industry consultant
Janet Collins called for
new thinking and closer
collaboration throughout
the Independent Dealer
Channel.

Kinetic 2017
Panel Calls for
More Transparency,
Collaboration and
Trust Throughout
the Channel
The Independent Dealer Channel faces some significant
challenges and some equally significant opportunities and
the only way to successfully deal with both is through more
transparency, more collaboration and more trust among
channel partners.

AOPD honored Joe Breczka, formerly with Eaton Office Supply
and now AOPD director of business development, as its Dealer
of the Year. L. to R.: AOPD president Frank Fera, general manager
Sharon Stepien, Breczka and executive director Mark Leazer.
Scott Orr of Domtar, seen here with AOPD officers and staff, was
honored as the group’s Business Partner of the Year.

Pat Crowley, shown here center with AOPD’s Sharon Stepien and Mark Leazer, was
honored with the M.C. “Bud” Mundt Outstanding Achievement Award.

That was the message that came through loud and clear from
a panel discussion at Kinetic 2017, the joint meeting of the
AOPD national and regional accounts dealer network and TriMega’s larger dealers in Austin, Texas, last month.
Representatives from over 80 of the industry’s large independent dealers and their business partners were on hand for an

continued on page 18 >>
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TriMega recognized Wist Office Products for posting the greatest growth in direct
buys last year. (l to r) TriMega president Mike Maggio, Wist Office Products’ Ian
Wist, general manager, and Peter Drozdowicz, finance manager, and Grady Taylor,
TriMega executive vice president, member development.

event that also featured separate tracks
for each organization of dealer-supplier one-on-one interviews and numerous
dealer-to-dealer and dealer-supplier networking opportunities.
During the panel session, moderator and
industry consultant Janet Collins of TurningPoint Strategy said each member of
the channel—dealers, manufacturers,
wholesalers and independent reps—finds
itself today confronting different challenges and frustrations and the only way to
address them effectively is by being open
to new thinking and by working more
closely together.
Collins modeled the required transparency by starting the discussion exposing
some of the big elephants in the room.
Dealers and manufacturers, she contended, are frustrated because the wholesalers control online search and e-content,
while wholesalers are frustrated because
they have too many SKUs to inventory.
At the same time, she suggested, dealers
are frustrated by lack of marketing support from their suppliers, while reps are
trying to more clearly define their role in
a rapidly changing industry. The result,
according to Collins: a low level of trust
throughout the channel that ultimately
hurts all players.
APRIL 2017

TriMega honored Avery Products as its Supplier of the Year. L. to R.: Avery VP
of commercial sales Barry Lane, regional manager Jeffery Jett, senior national
account manager George Kennedy and national account manager Brian Bakken.

“We need to be more open and transparent
and willing to think outside the box if we
are to take control of our future in a meaningful way,” Collins argued. In the panel
discussion that followed Collins’s remarks,
representatives of the various channel
players offered their own perspectives on
ways to address current challenges and
opportunities successfully. Not surprisingly, more effective use of technology figured
prominently in their recommendations.
Greenwood Office Products’ George
Wood encouraged dealers need to take
advantage of the resources available from
their business partners to step up their involvement in e-commerce. He described
how his own dealership has invested
heavily in technology to gain control of
search functionality and e-content on its
website to better promote its own product
mix and gain new customers.
Tommy Sansom of Officewise Furniture &
Supply reported on how his dealership has
grown business and strengthened existing
customer relationships through a greater
focus on customer business reviews. He
explained how the reviews bring together
at least four people from his dealership—
accounting, customer service and operations, in addition to sales—with a similar
number of customer representatives, again
from areas beyond just purchasing.
INDEPENDENT DEALER

He said the process serves to help the
dealer better understand what services
the customer truly values and which ones
they don’t and it also provides an opportunity to re-evaluate long-time services
and business practices.
Panelist Joe Schaefer of OfficeSupply.com
offered the perspective of an online-only e-tailer. He urged traditional dealers to
focus resources on really understanding
what going digital might mean for their
companies and suggested hiring younger,
more tech-savvy employees to help them
make the transition successfully.
Speaking from the independent rep’s
perspective, The Highlands Group’s Bob
O’Gara said independents should leverage their relationship-building expertise
to differentiate themselves from the likes
of Amazon and Staples and urged them
to focus on bringing new products and
concepts to their customers as a way of
adding value and moving the conversation away from price alone.
Dan Wagner of Smead, speaking from
the manufacturer side of the channel,
stressed the importance of business
analytics to successful management in
the current business environment. “It’s
all about the data today,” Wagner contended. He said the industry today is
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data-driven and all players need to recognize that fact and adjust accordingly
for effective category management and
future success in general.
Avery’s George Kennedy called for closer
collaboration on multiple levels between
dealers and their business partners. He
said that despite all the changes, traditional office products still represent a solid foundation for the dealer’s overall business. The key, he suggested, is making
sure the dealership has a company-wide
understanding of the resources available
from their suppliers.
In addition, Kennedy stressed the importance of free and open communications
within the channel. “If you’re not happy
with pricing, content or marketing support, let us know,” Kennedy urged.
Also at the meeting, both AOPD and TriMega presented several special awards
to dealers and business partners in rec-

ognition of outstanding support and
achievement.
AOPD honored Joe Breczka, formerly
with Eaton Office Supply and now AOPD
director of business development, as its
Dealer of the Year and Scott Orr of Domtar
as Business Partner of the Year.
In addition, AOPD presented the M.C.
“Bud” Mundt Outstanding Achievement
Award to Pat Crowley of Innovative Office Solutions. The award was named in
honor of former AOPD executive director
Bud Mundt, who died February 26 of this
year, after a long and courageous struggle
against cancer.
AOPD members also voted on the group’s
board of directors for 2017. Members of
the new board are:
President: Bill Jones, The Office City

Strickland Companies
Treasurer: Gordie Pepper, Ritter’s
Office Outfitters
Secretary: Wayne Stillwagon, Miller’s
Supplies at Work
Director: Beth Freeman, FSIoffice
Director: Dutch Jones, TSRC, Inc.
Also at the meeting, TriMega presented
several dealer awards recognizing the
greatest growth in 2016 versus the previous year. They included:
•F
 irst: Wist Office Products,
Tempe, AZ
•S
 econd: A consortium of Chicagoarea dealers made up of Atlas
Stationers, Chicago Office Products
and Runco Office Supply
•T
 hird: OfficeSupply.com,
Columbus, WI

Chairman: Frank L. Fera, Bulldog
Office Products

In addition, TriMega members voted Avery Products its Supplier of the Year.

Vice President: Kim Crook Vogel,
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Time, Growth, Profit Front
and Center at 2017 WPF
Conference
For any office furniture dealers looking for
insights into future growth opportunities,
the place to be in April was San Antonio,
where the Workplace Furnishings dealer group (WPF) hosted its 2017 National
Conference. Highlights included:
•S
 ales trainer Tim Wackel’s keynote
speech offering a disciplined approach to goal setting and effectively
scheduling priorities.
•B
 usiness coach George McCaughan
on the key elements of a successful
exit strategy for dealership owners.
•W
 orkplace strategy expert Leigh
Stringer on effective workplace wellness programs.
• “ How to Create a Dynamic Workspace,” by ergonomist Josh Kerst,
which featured the latest research on
factors in the workplace that impact
human performance and wellbeing

At the WPF conference, outgoing president and CEO Greg Nemchick (center) received the 2017 Nathan M. Loth
Award, WPF’s highest honor, from WPF chairman Peter Kordus. Also shown: WPF VP of dealer development Jodie
Ryndak.

• Innovative Technology Group president Jim Scheer on how contract
furniture dealers can successfully
develop new revenue streams by
adding technology-related products

and services.
•A
 presentation by My Resource
Library principal Jeff Carlson on how
the MRL virtual library tool

continued on page 23 >>

Join NOPA for the 2017 Small Business Advocacy Fly-In!
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To Defend the Future of the Independent Dealer Industry

COST: $50 Registration Fee
NOPA Small Business Advocacy Fly-In registration and hotel reservations
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Also, WPF introduced a new and upgraded marketing program incorporating Augmented Reality and president and CEO
Greg Nemchick, reported the group posted double-digit sales growth over the previous year in 2016, the 41stt consecutive
year in which the organization distributed
a dividend to shareholders.
At the conference, WPF recognized several members for their outstanding support of the organization. Middletown, PAbased Phillips Workplace Interiors was
honored as Dealer of the Year while Special-T, Alpharetta, GA, was named Manufacturer of the Year.
In addition, Nemchick received the 2017
Nathan M. Loth Award, WPF’s highest honor, and Scott Rice Office Works,
Lenexa, KS, received the Kyle William St.
Clair Pay It Forward Award.
The award, which honors outstanding
philanthropic efforts and community in-

continued from page 22
volvement, is named for the son of former
WPF chairman Mark St. Clair

dealer support programs and services,
visit www.workplacefurn.com.

Also at the meeting, the group elected Aaron Eggert, owner of iSpace Environments,
Minneapolis, as its new board chairman,
succeeding current chairman Peter Kordus of Building Service, Inc. in Milwaukee.
Also elected to the WPF board: Lori Torrison, director of sales for BSI.

Crime Ring Used Amazon,
eBay to Sell Stolen Printer Ink

Heather Ann Hughes, an account executive with Premier Office Solutions in Warrington, PA, was attending her first WPF
conference and, she says, it was time very
well spent.
“The meeting was fantastic,” Hughes said.
“Tim Wackel’s sessions were some of the
best sales training I’ve ever been to and I
really appreciated being able to take part
in the one-on-one meetings with the WPF
manufacturers and learn more about them.
The whole event was very beneficial.”
For more information on WPF and its

When it comes to buying ink and toner
from online giants Amazon and Ebay, it
apparently may be a case of ‘”Buyer Beware,” if a recent investigation by New
York attorney general Eric Schneiderman
offers any indication.
The itnews.com website last month reported Schneiderman’s office has identified a dozen suspects who are accused of
pulling in more than $12 million by selling
stolen cartridges and retail electronics on
Amazon and eBay.
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Sixty-four-year-old Richard Rimbaugh
allegedly led the operation for more than
20 years by recruiting people to steal the
goods from retail stores across 28 states,
itnews.com reported.
The operation was tightly organized.
Members were given detailed maps of retail stores, such as Staples, Office Depot,
and Best Buy, along with custom-made
vests to help them shoplift the stolen
goods. In addition, special electronic devices were used to deactivate the alarms
at store exits and to eavesdrop on security staff, the itnews.com website reported.
To catalog and ship the stolen merchandise, Rimbaugh created a company called
American Media Soft that he ran out of his
New York City apartment, Schneiderman
alleged. The company appears to have
received good reviews on Amazon and
eBay from thousands of users.
Rimbaugh then paid his crew members
between 30 to 50% of a stolen product’s
retail value. He would also issue credit cards to his associates to cover travel
expenses such as flights, car rentals, and
hotels.
U.S. police have confiscated more than
5,300 stolen electronic devices and ink
cartridges, along with $7.7 million from
the suspects’ homes and financial accounts, the website reported.
New York’s attorney general is calling
the indictments one of the biggest busts
of a retail theft ring. Each defendant can
face between eight to 25 years in prison
if found guilty.

Staples Exploring Sale, Wall
Street Journal Reports
Less than a year after a federal judge
blocked its efforts to merge with Office
Depot on antitrust grounds, Staples Inc.
is exploring a sale, the Wall Street Journal
reported earlier this month.
APRIL 2017
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The Massachusetts-based big box is in
talks with a small number of possible private-equity bidders, according to people
familiar with the matter, the Journal reported. The talks are early and it is possible they won’t lead to a deal, the people
cautioned.
If a deal goes through, the Journal said it
could value Staples at roughly $7 billion
or more.
The retailer reported its fifth-straight drop
in annual sales recently and has lost more
than one-fifth of its market value the past
year, the Journal reported.
Prior to news of a possible sale, Staples
shares were trading at around $8.60. The
stock peaked at more than $25 a decade
ago, the Journal reported.

AOPD Reports Double-Digit
Sales Growth in 2016, Adds
Rayovac as New Business
Partner
The AOPD national and regional accounts
dealer network last month announced its
2016 results. AOPD said it had “another
solid contract-writing year,” with the addition of 69 new contracts and an overall
sales increase of 19%.
This makes three straight years of double-digit sales growth for the organization,
AOPD reported. The group said its public sector contract, National Cooperative
Purchasing Alliance (NCPA), continues to
be the fastest growing AOPD contract for
their dealers, posting a year-over-year increase of 46% in 2016.
“We are very pleased to continue at double-digit growth in our regional and national account business and to have sustained that level now for 9 of the past 13
years” commented AOPD executive director Mark Leazer. “I consider it a fitting
tribute to the legacy of my predecessor
INDEPENDENT DEALER

and friend, Mr. Bud Mundt, that we are
sustaining what he helped build.”
Also last month, AOPD announced the
addition of Rayovac as a new business
partner for the group. A division of Spectrum Brands, Rayovac is a maker of batteries, lighting, hearing aid batteries and
portable power solutions.

Pinnacle Dealer Group Adds
Source Office and Technology
The Pinnacle Affiliates dealer group announced earlier this month the addition
of Golden, Colorado-based Source Office and Technology, bringing total dealer
membership in the organization to 34.
Source CEO John Givens commented,
“We are looking forward to joining Pinnacle and participating in their peer exchange model and sharing best practices with the large and progressive dealers
within Pinnacle.”
President David Sass added, “It is critically important that the large dealer community work closely together to continue to
develop and refine our many go-to-market advantages compared to the national
suppliers. We are very excited to be part
of Pinnacle and helping to support this effort and this group.”

New Home for Office Partners
The Office Partners dealer group has
moved to a new headquarters location.
Details are as follows:
Mailing Address:
P.O. Box 8, Moody, AL 35004
Physical Address:
9496 US Hwy 411, Odenville, AL 35120
Phone: (205) 640-4270
Fax: (205) 377-0998
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S.P. Richards Schedules
Facility, Breakroom & Safety
Training, Names L.A. Its 2016
Distribution Center of the Year

continued from page 24
Further sessions are also being planned
for Houston, Texas; Charlotte, North Carolina; Los Angeles and Toledo, Ohio and
dates will be announced shortly.
For more details and registration information, contact your local S.P. Richards
business development manager.
Separately, S.P. Richards last month announced that its Los Angeles location
has won the company’s 2016 Distribution
Center of the Year award.

S.P. Richards has announced the schedule for the third iteration of its interactive
OnPoint training focused on the Facility,
Breakroom & Safety (FBS) categories.
This year’s theme of “Takin’ It To The
Streets” highlights the many potential areas within customers’ and prospects’ facilities where dealers can win new FBS
business, with a special emphasis on prospecting, conducting effective sales calls,
walk throughs and proposal creation.
In addition to training sessions presented
by SPR category experts, the wholesaler’s strategic supplier partners will also
conduct hands-on demonstrations of
their products providing real world solutions that attendees will be able to “take
to the streets!”
Registration for the day and a half training is free to first-call S.P. Richards dealers and $49 per attendee for non first-call
dealers.
Sessions include a continental breakfast
and lunch for both days, an evening cocktail reception with suppliers, and more.
Dates and locations are as follows:
• Atlanta: May 10-11 – Registration
now open
• Denver: June 6-7 – Registration now
open
• Kansas City, MO: June 20-21
• Portland, OR: August 1-2
• St. Paul, MN: August 9-10

The award is presented each year to
the S.P. Richards distribution center that
achieves the highest combined results in
a number of key performance measurements including service levels, order and
inventory accuracy, inventory turn, sales
and employee productivity.

New Member for Regency
Franchise Group
Regency Franchise Group last month announced the addition of Regency of the
Triad to its franchise network. This partnership comes from the merging of American Refreshment and Supplies in Winston-Salem, North Carolina with Regency
Franchise Group, the company said.
American Refreshments and Supplies began in 2002 as a single source solution offering office supplies, coffee service and
refreshment vending services. As Regency of the Triad, they will now offer a new
online supplies and printed materials ordering and management program, as well
as printed products and promotional and
apparel items through customized company stores.
“We are very excited about this business
opportunity and our partnership between
Regency Franchise Group and American
Refreshments and Supplies,” said owner
Tom Vickers. “This new platform with Regency will provide both dealer and client an

enhanced and effective business model to
grow our current and new business lines.”
For more information, contact Kimberly Fulford at Regency Franchise Group
(kfulford@regencyfranchisegroup.com).

ACM Technologies Hires
Randy Horshok as Business
Development Manager
ACM Technologies, a national distributor of OEM and compatible products for
the office equipment industry, announced
last month that Randy Horshok, formerly executive director of the International
Business Products Inc. buying group, has
joined the company as business development manager.
ACM Technologies, Inc. is an authorized
distributor for Copystar, Konica Minolta
and Toshiba and also manufactures and
distributes remanufactured laser and inkjet cartridges. For more information, visit
www.acmtech.com.

OPWIL Announces 2017
Board Members
Office Products Women in Leadership
(OPWIL), the peer group for high achieving
professional women in the office products
industry, has announced its 2017 board
of directors. The organization was formed
in 2009 to create a network of aspiring
women in the OP industry to support their
growth and development. The aim is to
attract more women to the industry and
provide an environment to expand women
leadership in the OP sector.
The OPWIL board is comprised of four
key chair positions: Membership, Education, Sponsorship and Marketing.

continued on page 26 >>
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Current board members include:
- Krista Moore, president, K.Coaching
- Janet Bell, director, Office Products
International (OPI)
- Tricia Burke, president, Office
Environment Company
- Rosemary Czopek, president, Gorilla
Stationers
- Martina Derra, president, DiverseID
- Kimberly Fulford, franchise
development, Regency Franchise
Group
- Kristin MacMillan, president, The
Mighty Badge
- Michelle Smith, marketing account
manager, Avery Products
- Kathy Hoyle, president, Hoyle Office
Solutions
- Sandra Williams, director of dealer
training and development, S.P.
Richards
If you are interested in being a sponsor,
joining or learning more about the group
please visit www.opwil.com or contact
Tricia Burke (triciaburke@oecoffice.com),
OPWIL’s membership chair.

Bi-silque’s Beth Wright
Honored as Europe’s
‘Professional of the Year’
Congratulations are in order for Beth
Wright, chief commercial officer of Bisilque, parent company of the MasterVision brand of boards and other visual
communications products.

continued from page 25
Wright was honored with the Professional of the Year Award at last month’s OPI
European Office Products Awards gala in
Amsterdam.
An office products veteran with over
20 years of industry experience, Wright
joined Bisilque as vice president in 2007
after holding senior sales and sales management positions with Cardinal Brands
and Daisytek International. She was
named chief commercial officer at Bisilque in 2014.

HON Announces Commitment
to ‘Made in the USA”
Operating Model
The HON Company last month announced
a commitment to a U.S. operating model
based on significant investments in new
state-of-the-art U.S. manufacturing and
fulfillment centers and a focus on manufacturing most of its products in the U.S.
“We are proud to be able to make most of
our furniture here in the USA,” said HON
Company president Jerry Dittmer. “As we
continue working hard to produce the best
products for the best value, HON knows
that doing it in the USA not only transforms
the level of quality and service we can
achieve, but it’s the right thing to do.”
Added Brian Trego, vice president, product development and marketing, “We
have invested heavily in our seating, laminate and workstation capabilities by vertically integrating key components within
our supply chain and automating several
steps in production. Additionally, we have
invested in our logistics capabilities. Within the last year, we have opened new distribution centers to better enable us to
meet the fulfillment needs of our dealers
and our customers.”
HON said its emphasis on USA-built products represents an awareness of the speed
and responsiveness expected from today’s
commercial furniture customers. The com-
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pany said it plans to take advantage of the
opportunity to meet evolving industry standards of quality and recognizes that shifting market demands are rendering long
supply chain networks obsolete.

Sealed Air to Sell
Diversey Care Division
Sealed Air Corporation announced in
March it is selling Diversey Care, its cleaning and chemicals systems division, as well
as its food hygiene and cleaning business
to the Bain Capital private investment firm
in order to focus on its on its food, product
and medical packaging businesses.
The deal, which is expected to close in
the second half of 2017, is valued at approximately $3.2 billion. The new company, which will operate under the New
Diversey name, had combined sales of approximately $2.6 billion in 2016.

Zebra Pen Introduces New
Gel Pen for Lefties
Zebra Pen has introduced a new Jimnie
Gel pen that it says is designed specifically to appeal to left-handed writers.

“Roughly 10% of people are left-handed,
which causes a unique set of challenges
when writing,” commented Zebra director
of marketing Ken Newman. “We wanted
to offer a product that meets their need
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for smudge-free writing, whether doing
homework or a complex ink drawing.”
The pens, available in blue and black,
feature Rapid Dry Ink (RDI) technology
that Zebra says makes for smudge-free
writing.
“We’re thrilled to release a product that
appeals so strongly to our consumers
across the board, but especially to a community that actively seeks out and embraces innovation. RDI technology dries
in less than a second on most surfaces,
without smudging or smearing—a major
hindrance to left-handed writers,” Newman added.
The company said it offers other products
that appeal to lefties such as the Sarasa line of gel pens, but Jimnie is the first
product in its line targeted to the everyday office and school everyday leftie user,
solely available in traditional colors.

continued from page 26
Southeast
Sue Fisher (Atlanta)
Susan.fisher@newellco.com
770.375.5421
Central East
Bruce Overmann (Cincinnati)
Bruce.overmann@newellco.com
513.505.0503
Central West
Kristen Michels (Chicago)
Kristen.michels@newellco.com
630.776.5321
Northwest
Mike Toibin (San Francisco)
Mike.Toibin@newellco.com
925.247.4211
Southwest
Trisha Decesare (Los Angeles)
Trisha.decesare@newellco.com
310.467.9777

Visit Jimnie Gel pens for more information.

In addition, the position of southern regional rep, which will be based in Texas,
is currently open and is expected to be
filled shortly.

Newell Rolls Out New
Structure for Its IDC Sales
Team

“Our team will only call on the IDC channel,
allowing us to focus better and drive sales
within the IDC channel,” commented category business manager Cedric Thompson.
“All reps are Newell employees with industry tenure of 10+ years,” he added.

Newell Brands, whose product portfolio
includes names such as Sharpie, Rubbermaid, Paper Mate, Parker and Elmer’s,
has announced a new team structure for
its Independent Dealer Channel sales
team. Team members include:
North East
Joe Puvogel (NYC )
Joe.Puvogel@newellco.com
516.851.3944
Chris Sweeney (CT)
Chris.Sweeney@newellco.com
203.848.4385
Mid-Atlantic
Rick Drish (Baltimore)
Rick.drish@newellco.com
443.377.9122
Cary Sullivan (Charlotte)
Cary.Sullivan@newellco.com
704.604.7115
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Safco Introduces Adapt, New
Configurable Space Dividers
Line
Safco Products last month announced
the introduction of Adapt, a collection of
easily movable panels designed to provide a cost-efficient alternative to permanent walls or panel systems.
The lightweight panels can be quickly
and effortlessly moved to offer different
shapes and designs to meet end user
needs in nearly any space, Safco said.

INDEPENDENT DEALER

Each panel has a connector clip, so they
are easily connected for a seamless, professional look and when not in use, they
can be quickly broken down for efficient
storage.
In addition, each panel can be fitted with
a logo, color, graphic or tag line of your
choice to support branding efforts or add
to the overall décor.

Whitney Brothers Introduces
New QuickShip Program
Whitney Brothers, makers of children’s
furniture for early learning environments,
has announced a QuickShip program in
which orders for qualified items are guaranteed to ship within 48 business hours
after the order is received.
The new program initially encompasses
10 of the company’s best-selling items
that ship via UPS or FedEx Ground delivery to a continental US delivery location.
The company said it plans to increase
aggressively the number of eligible QuickShip items as the program moves forward.
Authorized resellers of Whitney Brothers
products will implement the initial QuickShip program immediately, the company
said.
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By Michael Chazin

If a sales rep from the ‘80s found himself faced with the challenge of making a sale
in the second decade of the 21st Century, he quite likely would throw his arms up
in the air and resign, both figuratively and literally. Everything has changed in the
world of independent resellers but perhaps nothing has changed more profoundly
than the role of the salesperson.
continued on page 30 >>
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Years ago when you hired a new sales rep, you handed him
a catalog and told him to go out and get sales, says Michael
Thompson, vice president/sales & marketing, EVOS Office Products, Chandler, Arizona. “Today you need to train your sales reps
to be professional from day one,” he says. Just showing up isn’t
enough anymore. “The cycle is longer and it’s tough.” What’s
more, he adds, “it is a lot harder to find good people than it was
even five years ago.

Perimeter Office Products puts all sales candidates through a
three-week process where they get to see the sales function
first hand. “The first day they observe sales reps booking appointments,” says Evert. Every evening they have a home work
assignment where they have to learn the company’s “needs
analysis” and presentation approach. “We have a sales success
handbook they study that teaches them tips to overcome objections along with a basic presentation outline,” he says.

“Learning to go out and get new business today is a lot harder that
it was 10 years ago,” Thompson continues. He says that when he
hires new salespeople these days, he’s not as interested in industry knowledge as he is in finding people who understand the sales
process—how to be consultative and satisfy customer needs.

By the second week they are riding with one of the salespeople
and accompanying them on presentations. “We role play every
day,” says Evert. “All the way from booking the appointment to
the initial approach of walking in and interacting effectively with
the front desk.”

In the past you would generally try to find someone who was
good at either account management or business development,
suggests Lincoln Dix, vice president/sales at Storey Kenworthy,
Des Moines, Iowa. Not anymore. “As we grow and I look for new
salespeople, I’m looking for somebody to manage both aspects
of that role,” Dix says.

After the first two weeks there’s a graduation of sorts and candidates spend Week Three making sales call with Evert or his sales
director.

Steve Snowden, COO at Hurst Office Suppliers, Lexington, Kentucky, agrees. Hurst looks for reps with varied experience levels
who can offer innovative ideas acquired from different sales environments. “With new verticals being added to the product line,
we value the ‘hunter’ mentality and differentiate our compensation plan accordingly,” Snowden explains.
The biggest difference when it comes to hiring new salespeople
today, according to Tommy Sansom, managing partner at Officewise Furniture & Supply, Lubbock, Texas, is the places where he
goes looking.
For many years, Sansom was able to bring in salespeople from
his local competitors but, he laments, that pool is gone. “Today,”
says Sansom, “we find our greatest success recruiting salespeople who don’t come from our industry.”
At Perimeter Office Products in Lawrenceville, Georgia, president
Mike Evert looks for new sales hires who satisfy what he calls the
three “L”s. “They have to be able to love what they do, they have
to be a learner and be somebody who wants to be in this for the
long haul,” Evert contends.

Training Starts Day One
Depending on the dealership, onboarding a new salesperson
varies from a just a few days to a few weeks or in some instances several months. A longer onboarding process doesn’t necessarily guarantee that the sales candidate will be successful,
however. More than anything, dealers suggest, it helps identify
prospective sales reps who are not really cut out for a sales position at an independent.
APRIL 2017

Mike
Evert
“The three-week period is a weeding out process,” continues
Evert. “You find out who isn’t serious or is wasting our time or
their time.” He reports that one out of three doesn’t make it
through the three-week training period. Of the two that do make
it through, one probably will leave before the end of the first year.
At Storey Kenworthy, prospects for a sales position start with a
60 days of cross-training which puts them to work in every area
of the organization—from human resources to delivery and from
pick and pack operations to accounting.
Sales trainees are exposed to a variety of training opportunities
such as key supplier websites, which help acclimate them to the
role those key suppliers play in dealer operations.
Another training exercise might include a digital scavenger hunt
where they are given 25 questions and told they need to find
answers on the Storey Kenworthy website.
An example: Given an item number, find out the unit of measure
and determine whether an MSDS sheet is required.
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For up to three months, trainees participate in the sales process
on behalf of an established sales person. They could be making
phone calls or performing prep work to assist that salesperson.
For instance, they could put together welcome kits and log-in
information for key users at a new customer. “It gives them exposure to the selling process,” says Dix. “They might do product
research or cost analysis on behalf of a teammate to get used to
this part of what their job will be like every day.”
At Strickland Companies, Birmingham, Alabama, fledgling salespeople spend eight weeks of training across all departments before they start to call on smaller opportunities. That way, explains
Kim Vogel, general manager, they start to understand how it all
comes together.
New salespeople start with a full salary and as they build their
book of business, their salary decreases and compensation becomes more commission-based. To make the full transition can
take as long as two to three years, Vogel reports.

ees because they are so hard to find,” Thompson points out.
There are three Millennials on the sales team at Strickland, Vogel
reports. When it comes to managing these sales reps, she reminds everyone that people are people. What’s really important,
she says, is to stop and really try to listen to what these younger
workers try to tell you.
“Whatever their issue is, it is real to them, so we have to stop
and be present, listen to their concern and try to address it,” she
says. What she finds troubling is Millennials’ inclination to find
out answers on their own instead of asking someone who might
know. “That surprises me,” she says. “They won’t call, and they
try to find out information on their own, and it causes more frustration.” Millennial buyers can operate the same way, and Vogel
says managers can help reduce this activity by making sure the
Millennials they deal with—internally and externally—get all the
tools they might need.

Vogel has had experience hiring salespeople who previously
worked for a big box. She cautions dealers to look carefully at
such cast-offs and make sure they understand the candidate’s full
background. “Were they with the big box for their entire industry
career or did they start at an independent, then move to a big box
and are now looking to return to an independent?” she asks.
These two candidates have entirely different mentalities and
understandings of how the industry operates, says Vogel. “The
ones that have a background of independence in the beginning
of their careers understand total operations and transition much
easier than a rep who has only worked at a big box,” she says.
”When you come from a big box you are isolated and only understand the sales cycle.”
Snowden suggests that big box candidates often are no longer
employed there for a reason and probably will not offer the best
repertoire of sales skills.
Another challenge: Dealer accounts are usually smaller than the
typical big box customer those people dealt with before. “We
have smaller commercial accounts that require a different sales
and service approach,” says Snowden.

Millennials in Sales
Nearly all the dealers interviewed for this article see the need to
add younger salespeople to the teams. “We need to get younger,” says Thompson, “our culture is more old school.”
When it comes to finding new younger candidate, he says he is
constantly in search mode. If he is at a restaurant, he looks at servers; when he goes to the movies he checks out the young person
behind the counter. “It is just constantly prospecting for employAPRIL 2017

Kim
Vogel

At Storey Kenworthy, there might not be an emphasis on hiring
Millennials but at the same time management recognizes that
younger workers are the future. As Dix explains it, going forward
there needs to be a culture where that generation of workers can
feel comfortable and thrive. “With the Millennial generation it’s
important to help them find a win every day,” says Dix. “Because
the way they define winning is sometimes different from the way
that some of our more senior staff might define it.”
At Perimeter Office Products, Evert says that about half of his
current sales force is from the Millennial generation. He says
he added one, then another, and then that salesperson recommended someone else who was also a Millennial. “If you build
your sales force, in part, by referral you tend to end up with people in the same age group,” he says.
Evert says his Millennial salespeople have found success, and
simultaneously he has learned that time can be more valuable
than money for them.
“We offer a travel bonus when they hit certain landmarks,” he
says. “Now, we have added extra personal days for them to
take that vacation.” That way they didn’t have to use up all of
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their personal time. Evert contends they may have been happier
about the bonus days than the trip award.

force and also help train other company sales reps to recognize
janitorial sales opportunities at their own accounts.

Product Knowledge Pros
and Cons

Evert recognizes the importance of hiring specialists but says he
can’t afford to hire a furniture specialist, a breakroom specialist
and a facilities specialist.

As a qualification for sales rep success, product knowledge
might not be as important as it once was. “You don’t need to
have product knowledge to sell,” explains Thompson, “you just
need to be able to get customers the answer they need.” If you
have the answer on the spot that will always look better but it’s
not necessary. “Customers don’t expect you to be the expert on
everything,” he adds.
Dix goes so far to say that product knowledge isn’t important
at all. That is, as long as the dealership has resources that can
be called upon. The sales rep, he adds, has to be willing to say
he doesn’t know. “It really falls on the salesperson to manage
expectations,” says Dix, “to tell the customer, ‘That is a great
question and rather than give you a partial answer can I take
some time and give you a 100% answer?’”

Instead, he has just hired one person to target all three categories. That person is from the industry so he already has some of
the needed product expertise and will be given dual sales and
marketing responsibilities. “He will take the time to analyze existing accounts and go after low-hanging fruit there,” says Evert.
Dix has also taken a different approach with a sales specialist.
He has brought on someone who will be strictly a hunter to keep
his sales team focused on account management. The hunter
came on board in May of 2016 and has partnered primarily with
the inside sales team. “From the minute she starts talking to a
client she is managing expectations,” says Dix. “She lets them
know they will have a dedicated customer service representative
and a dedicated account manager,” says Dix. All of the accounts
she opens are handed off to an account manager within a couple
of months.

What Salespeople
Need Most
Asked what is the most important activity sales managers can
engage in to support their sales team and you get almost as
many answers as there are sales managers in the industry.

Lincoln
Dix

Product knowledge is probably more important for salespeople
who have been in position for awhile so they can penetrate categories that require more knowledge and specialization, suggests
Evert. “For the new rep, knowing the basics about copy paper
and toner and the price of a carton of copy paper is probably
more important than to know the difference between laminate
and veneer furniture,” he contends.
As dealers’ product mix has broadened, they have turned increasingly to category specialists to bolster product knowledge.
“We have a category specialist and that seems to be valued by
the customer,” says Sansom. “It is our way to get in the door.”
Officewise has employed specialists for years to grow sales in
the furniture category, and would have added another specialist
sooner if one could have been found, he says.
To bolster declining general line sales, Strickland added two facility specialists two years ago. The two, both veterans from the
janitorial industry, go out on sales calls with the existing sales
APRIL 2017

Snowden joined Hurst Office Suppliers in June 2015 and introduced change management concepts and strategic business
planning programs. In part that involved a re-evaluation of the
sales process to look at the existing product mix, existing margins
and current market share. “We evaluated the metrics and came
up with some additions to our target markets,” he says. “More
importantly we looked at how we needed to capture lost sales.”
The identification and implementation of sales performance goals
now serves both as a road map and as motivation. “One of the
most important activities for a sales leader is to clearly identify
targets, goals and objectives,” says Snowden. To clearly define
goals and then have the right people to manage the process and
sales cycle is also critical.
Snowden identified an internal candidate who could step into the
sales management role and manage the sales reps, lead them
and hold them accountable. “We have someone at this point that
does a good job of that.”
Evert agrees that accountability is one of the most valuable elements a sales leader can bring to the sales process. He personally conducts weekly one-on-one meetings for coaching and
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accountability for new salespeople. Once they are on full commission, the one-on-one sessions become monthly.

them for major opportunities and is always available to answer
questions and provide insights.

Evert believes regular interactions are critical. “Riding with sales
reps, asking how many appointments they have, how many new
accounts they have added and monitoring their progress toward
results are all needed actions,” he says.

Vogel finds that the best way to answer questions is to work with
reps in one-on-one situations. She tries to get at least two hours
a month where she can meet with each salesperson. She will
review their book of business and take time to understand their
challenges. “I really make an effort to be there with them, to be
present. That is my biggest support mechanism,” she says.

He adds that so often sales leaders don’t take the time to diligently
monitor what their sales reps are doing. “We set their goals but
then if we are not holding them accountable we are not really helping them,” says Evert. That’s why it’s necessary to check in with
reps weekly or monthly. For instance, how did they perform on the
number of new accounts vs. their goal? Or how many meetings
did they have with prospective clients? “Managing more qualitatively is necessary to help them succeed,” he says.

Business Reviews
are Necessary
“Over the last few years the most important action we’ve taken
to support our salespeople is to insist they conduct business
reviews,” says Sansom. Those reviews are done with the top
20% of customers who account for 80% of the dealership’s business. The effort has reinforced the thinking of salespeople that
top customers want business reviews and actually value them.
“Fears of salespeople subsided when they saw that 90% of what
is discussed is positive,” he says. “We needed to know the 10%
that is negative so we could do something about it.”
Officewise has developed its own version of business reviews.
They bring in four people from the dealership representing management, sales, operations and accounting and ask that the customer matches that line-up with four people from its company.
That way, if something goes awry at any department level there
are still contacts available to salvage the relationship.
The other important consideration was to make sure the sales
team understood what a business review involves. To make sure
that everyone is on the same page, the management team at Officewise documented the entire process, so that the review goes
beyond just a salesperson handing the customer a usage report
and leaving it there.
“We break it down by departments,” he continues. “We start with
operations because if we haven’t taken care of them on the operations side, which is our strength, we haven’t performed adequately.” That’s followed by a review of accounting, customer
service and account management.
Providing ongoing support is also an important activity of sales
leadership. Vogel defines it as being there. “I am in the trenches
with them,” says Vogel. She understands changes in the market
and the challenges her sales reps face. She goes on calls with
APRIL 2017

Training is Continuous
Training is an additional activity that sales managers engage in to
support their sales teams. At EVOS, Thompson will accompany a
salesperson when there is a big opportunity with a new customer
or a possibility to get new business from an existing customer.

Steve
Snowden
He follows those calls with a coaching session. “We sit down and
say, how did it go; what did we learn?” he says. “What might be
the next steps? What could you have done differently?”
“Training never stops,” says Vogel. The basics never change and
she takes every opportunity to drill salespeople and make sure
they understand the sales process, and she works at sharpening
their skills. The dealership works with outside consultants and
also calls on vendors for training opportunities. “We also attend
training sessions at different shows whether through our buying
group or wholesaler,” she adds.
Evert suggests that training is essential. “We train and then we
role play,” he says. There is continual emphasis on the basics
such as booking appointments, overcoming objections, presenting and closing.
At Officewise training is based on the dealership’s capabilities.
“Our performance is what is going to set us apart from our competitors,” says Sansom. “We just go over our processes and
establish what customers expect from us.” He says if his salespeople don’t set expectations, then customers might compare
them to Amazon or Office Depot and “you wind up being defined
inaccurately.”
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At Hurst, Snowden has gained additional sales support through
the effective utilization of relationships with its wholesalers and
manufacturers’ reps. “They have excellent knowledge of the product and most have proven sales techniques that can be passed
along to our own sales reps,” says Snowden. “Our goal is to utilize
them for additional internal sales training and development.”
Snowden suggests that dealers leverage their purchasing power
with the wholesaler or manufacturer to maximize sales training
opportunities. Rather than have a rep simply present a new product line, he suggests, work in a collaboration with the manufacturer or rep to incorporate sales training techniques along with
the product specifications.

presentation, to the next follow-up and the next until that contact
becomes an account,” says Evert. “It allows us to send out targeted emails to those accounts.”
There are templates in the program that reps can use, for instance, if they want to alert a customer to a specific opportunity
such as a coffee promotion. “Technology allows them to stay on
top of more opportunities at the same time,” Evert says. “It allows one person to handle a lot more than what one person used
to be able to handle.”

“We get them more engaged with our salespeople to improve
sales skills and processes,” says Snowden. “We are learning
how to be more effective in making joint sales calls by partnering
with the rep.” This partnership approach to sales is especially
effective when introducing new product lines in vertical markets
such as janitorial or MRO products, adds Snowden.
At Storey Kenworthy, Dix also draws extensively on rep support.
“We do a monthly meeting, which is about 90 minutes, and we
only have one manufacturers’ rep per meeting,” he explains. “We
want our salespeople to connect with manufacturers’ reps, particularly if those reps represent one of our TriMega suppliers.”

Technology Challenges
and Opportunities
Not surprisingly, technology is another factor that has changed
the sales process for dealers. “Salespeople today have to be
better at explaining the big picture, and highlighting how we are
different from Amazon or Staples,” says Thompson. Often that
comes down to explaining how the pricing structure offered by
the dealer actually works better. At the same time, as more orders come in over the Internet, EVOS has been able to reduce its
customer service agents from four to two.
Officewise first sold office supplies on the Internet close to 20
years ago, reports Sansom. Today 80% of supply orders come in
electronically. That enables salespeople to call on a much larger
customer base. “We couldn’t be profitable with sales reps having
the small volume territories of 25 years ago,” he points out.
The Officewise sales force comes equipped with iPhones and
iPads, which foster quicker communications and faster responses. “We have a campaign called ‘Need for Speed,’ which is just
another way to convey a sense of urgency,” says Sansom. Nextday used to be good enough but now customers expect ever
quicker responses.
At Perimeter the entire sales process is funneled through CRM
software. “It covers information after one of our team makes a
APRIL 2017

Tommy
Sansom

No matter what technology is introduced in a dealership or how
much training is offered, there will always be salespeople who
leave. Dix remembers how a vice president he once worked for
used to say, “I never promote people and I never fire people, I
just deliver the news.”
He says that’s how he approaches those situations. People leave,
he says, when they have created an environment where they are
not going to be successful. “It boils down to did we hire the right
person and did we give them all the resources they needed to be
successful,” he says. If either component is missing the salesperson is probably not going to succeed.
The biggest reason salespeople leave at Officewise is underperformance, says Sansom. That can mean either the salesperson is
dissatisfied or the dealership is. “Sometimes, as a company we
have to say this just isn’t working, or they come to the realization
that it just isn’t the right fit for me,” he says.
New sales reps have to have patience, says Vogel. It takes time
to build a book of business so it is beholden on managers to
work with newer salespeople and keep them engaged. “If they
are cut from the right cloth and you have a good program in
place it should be a win,” she says, “If we falter in our offering,
that is on us.
“There is no magic bullet,” she continues. People and relationships don’t change. “If you make enough calls, build enough relationships and you have the right tools,” she says, “you will win.”

Michael Chazin is a freelance writer specializing in business topics. He has been
writing about the office supply business for almost 15 years. He can be reached at
mchazin503@comcast.net.
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Time to Adopt Wide Angle Vision on Your Market
By Chip Jones

If anyone had told the founders of my dealership back in the late
1940s what kind of business it would be today, I’m sure they
would be surprised but I don’t think they would be too disappointed.

pendent dealer. We have to resist the natural temptation to focus
on any one single thing. We have stopped being only in the office
products industry for almost 10 years now and our vision must
reflect that.

Minton Jones started out as a typewriter company selling Royal
typewriters but our original owners weren’t afraid to change back
then and neither should we be.

At Minton-Jones, we look at what we do as providing more of a
“concierge” role for our offerings. If you are like us and if you listen to your customers, you will see more and more areas of sales
opportunities right in front of you.

I personally like change and I passionately dislike stagnation.
Stagnation leads to frustration and ultimately to paralysis and in
today’s intensely competitive market, we can’t afford either.
The dealer of today needs to embrace the feeling that true change
can bring. I look around at the opportunities that are constantly
being presented to us on a regular basis today and I can’t help
but be excited and proud about being an independent dealer.
But if we are to take full advantage of the opportunities around
us, we have to change. We have to reject our traditional focus on
just one aspect of our industry and adopt what I call Wide Angle
Vision.
I first came across the concept of Wide Angle Vision when I took
a wilderness survival training course. Wide Angle Vision is our
inherent ability to stand in any situation, outdoor or indoor, and
open our field of vision to view every single moving thing around
us that’s as close or as far away as we can see.
It represents the most important outdoor survival state of mind
that we possess and can only be achieved by conscious effort.
The goal: to completely resist focusing on any one single item
and instead, open our vision to absorb all objects at once.

We try to offer anything that a customer could ask us for. That includes medical supplies, billing and procurement services, appliances, referrals and hardware items. Our mix is not limited by what
we normally handle, but is based on what we get requests for.
It’s not just about the widgets we sell but about a broad offering of widgets and services that is relevant to our customers’
needs and that we can provide to make their workplace better
and more successful.
This is our formula for success: Focus on everything about your
customer and their needs and resist the urge to knock on that
next door and make that next sales call with just one single focus
or offering in mind.
With all the categories and services that are constantly being
added to our mix, it’s time to widen your angle of vision and take
in the full breadth and depth of what you can set before your
customers. Open your eyes and ears to everything that’s around
you in your market, remain relevant and succeed!

Chip Jones is president of Minton Jones Company in Norcross, Georgia.

Nowhere is this more important than in the world of today’s indeAPRIL 2017
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Killing the Launch
By Troy Harrison

I love sales management, I truly do. And quite
honestly, I have heard few people—speakers, authors or even sales managers—say the same in my 27-year
career. It’s fun for me, and yes,
it can be aggravating.

But if your
mind is right, there are certain moments that make all
the aggravation worthwhile.
One of those moments
is what I call the launch.
The launch is that moment when it’s all coming
together for your new
salesperson. The activity patterns are forming
up, the pipeline is filling
and those first few sales
are coming in.
That’s when you know
that your new salesperson is going to make it.
Any sales manager who
doesn’t smile and feel
a surge of pride—both
for themselves and the
salesperson—isn’t cut
out for the job.
Here’s the rub: While
this is one of the most
gratifying moments in
sales management, it’s
also one of the most
delicate. If you want
to get the most out of
your bouncing baby
salesperson, it’s critical that you
work to reinforce and
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build his or her confidence. It’s equally critical that you avoid
behaviors that can be confidence-killers.
This came to mind as I was speaking to a friend of mine who
has decided, in her thirties, to launch a sales career. As do all
new salespeople, she struggled for a while, but she’s now getting things going in the right direction. In fact, just to be
clear, she’s having a month that would be a breakout
month for a seasoned veteran, not just a rookie. Which
is why her sales manager’s actions are so concerning to me.
Right now, her sales manager still accompanies her on customer
closings. Earlier this week, there was a miscommunication about
a document the salesperson was supposed to bring on a later
appointment (I saw the texts, the sales manager’s communication was non-specific and the mistake was easy to make). The
sales manager, however, reacted badly.
While sitting at a customer’s location, within earshot of the decision maker’s office, the sales manager said, in a loud voice,
“Good grief, if you can’t get the right forms for a meeting, how
can I ever trust you to work deals on your own?” This went on
for a few minutes and other people in the company heard. The
salesperson, of course, was very upset and her confidence
(which should be very high) took a big hit.
Had this happened a year down the road, after the salesperson
had established herself as a performer, the salesperson could
have let it roll off her back (although it still shouldn’t happen). But,
because of WHEN it happened, it’s a big hit. She’ll recover, but it
could have been terminal.
The sales manager committed several errors. As we all know,
you praise in public and reprimand in private. You NEVER air dirty
laundry at the customer’s location. And right before a sales call
(as this was), you hold any issues until later so it doesn’t affect
the call you’re about to have. Each of those errors is magnified
with a new salesperson. So, what does your salesperson need
from you in the launch stage? Here’s a partial list:

1. C
 onfidence and more confidence.
You’ve been there before and in many cases, your salesperson
hasn’t. That means that they walk into the unknown every day.
Your job is to turn as much as possible of the unknown into the
known. Show the salesperson what’s ahead, based on their activity and proposal level. Help them forecast which sales will close
and which ones will not. Impart as much good selling technique
as you can and let the salesperson work independently as much
as possible.
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2. Praise.
Here’s the thing that might surprise you: In
the earliest stages of a salesperson’s development—the onboarding, pre-launch
phase (typically 90 days)—I advise watching your salesperson’s activity very carefully and offering correction whenever things
are taking the wrong path. Bad habits can
settle in very quickly, and you can make
better corrections early than late.
However, once you’re past the onboarding phase, you might need to err for a
while on the positive (this can be particularly critical with Millennials).
Your new salesperson, in launch phase, is
seeing some success. Those successes
might be small or they might be big but in
the salesperson’s mind, they’re all big and
you need to reinforce that (as long as they
meet expectations for new accounts).
There’s plenty of time in the long term to

continued from page 36

point the salesperson at the accounts that
need to be targeted. For right now, every
win should come with high-fives, yells and
brass bands.

3. Hold your tongue.
This is tough, but it’s one of the steps that
separates the great sales managers from the
mediocre. Remember that the launch phase
is temporary. Typically, it lasts from 30 to 60
days and at the end of that period, the salesperson has convinced himself or herself that
things are going to be good going forward.
They toughen up mentally and are better
able to handle criticism and adversity.

If it’s a one-time issue, it might be better
to make a note of it, keep it under your
hat and then come back to it after launch
phase is over. If it’s indicative of a pattern,
you should correct it, of course—but in
as non-threatening a manner as possible.
For an example of how NOT to do it, refer
to my story above.
Here’s the best news of all. If you handle
the launch phase well, your salesperson
will become one of those salespeople that
you DON’T have to worry about and make
it possible for you to devote your attention
to the next “launcher.”

The question that you, the sales manager,
have to ask yourself during launch phase
is this: If the salesperson missteps, is the
misstep indicative of a pattern that could
endanger success on more sales calls or
is it a one-time issue?

Troy Harrison is the author of “Sell Like You
Mean It!”, “The Pocket Sales Manager,” and a
speaker, consultant, and sales navigator who helps
companies build more profitable and productive
sales forces. For information on booking speaking/
training engagements, consulting, or to sign up for
his weekly E-zine, call 913-645-3603, e-mail Troy@
TroyHarrison.com, or visit www.TroyHarrison.com.
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OPWIL’s 2017 Board Members

Why Join?
Kathy Hoyle
Co-Founder
Education

• Become a better leader in your business role.
• Connect, network, and learn from other successful women.
• Expand your connections and influence in the office products industry.
• Seek out mentors from your network or be a mentor to other
aspiring women.
• Serve women in the OP industry, and businesses in your community.
• Become an agent of change, by advocating and promoting leadership
roles for women in our industry.

To join today visit OPWIL.com
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Tricia Burke
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Get Started Gating Your Content
By Pat Layton

Send an e-mail blast: Some of your
best chances for leads can come from
e-mail. Ensure that this piece gets sent
to subscribers of your blog or other
customers that may be interested.

Blogging for your site can be great both
for current and new customers. Creating rich and robust pieces and gating
them is one way to generate leads and
potentially gain new business. Here are
the basics of gated content, how to
share it and some tips on how to get
the most qualified leads possible:

Reach out to local Chambers of
Commerce: Chances are, the information you provide can help other
local businesses. Your chamber may
post your content on their own social
media channels or write up something
on their website about the piece you
created.

What is Gated Content?
Gated content is an in-depth content
piece to educate prospects on a certain
topic surrounding a product or service
you offer. The actual piece can be a
downloadable PDF (podcasts and webinar registrations can also be gated content.) that lives behind a landing page.
In this article, we will be focusing on
downloadable PDFs. The landing page
will usually include a brief summary of
what the piece will cover, some questions
that you’ll address within your piece and
then a simple form for the user to fill out.
Once a user hits the submit button, they
are usually sent to a page containing the
downloadable PDF.

What Types of Gated Content
Are There?
There are three main types of gated content when it comes to downloadable
PDFs:
White Paper: A persuasive,
authoritative, in-depth research
piece that analyzes a problem and
offers solutions. Also usually includes
illustrations, charts and references.
Case Studies: An example of how
your service or product helped one of
your current customers. This usually
includes a summary of the customer’s
goals and needs, along with real
numbers.
Guides: Detailed breakdown of a
specific subject.
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When choosing your topic, think about
products or services that usually involve
a lot of questions from a prospect. These
products and services are the best ones
to develop gated content around. When
your prospect fills out that form, it should
signal that he or she is ready to talk to you
and learn more about that specific product or service.

What Should I Do Once My
Piece is Published?
Once your content is published, you’re not
finished. Here are some of the things you
should do to expand your content’s reach:
Post on social media: Ensure that
you share this piece across your social channels. Facebook and LinkedIn
are generally your best bets.
Share with social media groups:
Request to join groups on LinkedIn
and Facebook that are relevant to the
industry you’re targeting with your
piece. Before posting, check the job
titles of other people in the group to
ensure you are posting to the correct
audience.
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Include a link in your e-mail signature: Maybe someone you e-mail
might be interested in learning more
about your topic. Including it in your
signature allows them to access your
content while the topic is fresh in his
or her mind.
Send a link to your sales reps: They
can send the piece to interested
prospects and provide personalized
reasons why they should read it.

How Can Gated Content Benefit
the Independent Dealer?
Gated content is a great way to increase
lead generation for a specific service you
offer. It’s a great informational piece that
you can use to attract new business within your area. By addressing commonly
asked questions and posting the piece to
appropriate groups on LinkedIn and other
channels, you’ll be able to develop more
qualified leads and have the right eyes on
your content.

Pat Layton is a content writer for Fortune Web
Marketing who works with office products dealers
on creating blog posts, gated content, and more.
Have questions? Contact him at
pat@fortunewebmarketing.com.
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Revitalize Your Sales Mojo:

15 Tips to Up Your
Telephone Sales Game
By Marisa Pensa, Methods in Motion

What does “mojo” mean to you? Webster
defines it as “magic, charm or spell.”
Do you use your charm to create magic
when selling over the phone? Sometimes
this depends on your mindset or your
ability to get into an unstoppable rhythm.

Let them know “what’s in it for
them” to take your call.
7.

If your sales mojo could use a little
revitalizing, here are 15 time-tested tips
to help you do just that:
1.

Determine the main objective
of your call before picking up
the phone. “Checking in” with
someone is not an objective.

2.

Always have a secondary
objective in mind for every call.

3.

Decide the first three questions
you will ask to create the flow on
every call.

4.

Stop asking, “How are you?”
when you reach your decision
maker. Be friendly and upbeat
while getting right to the point.

5.

6.

Talk to the Right Person, not
just the Nice Person. Verify
that you are speaking with the
decision maker in a respectful way.
“In addition to yourself, is there
anyone else that would ultimately
be involved…?”
Earn the right to ask questions.
Start every conversation by
explaining the reason for the call.
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8.

9.

Selling is a transfer of
enthusiasm. Remember, your
tone of voice counts for 90% of
what is communicated, since body
language doesn’t come into play
on the phone. How you say it is
even more important than what
you say!
People buy you first, then your
company, then your products,
services and pricing—in that
order. Present yourself in a way
that they will want to do business
with you.
At all costs, avoid pouncing
on and throwing up too much
information all at once! Bite your
tongue, save some nuggets for
next time and build a solid case for
doing business together.

10. Dead end questions elicit dead
end answers. If you catch yourself
asking a dead end question, stop
and rephrase it.
11. If you win them on pricing today,
you are likely to lose them on
pricing tomorrow. Write down two
“value building questions” to ask
to gain the information you need
to differentiate yourself from the
competition.
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12. Avoid multi-layered questions.
Ask one question at a time and
wait for their answer before asking
another.
13. Stop calling just to follow
up! Breathe new life into every
prospect. Start conversations with
“You mentioned last time…”
14. Know your target numbers. How
many calls, first appointments and
sales do you need to ensure you
are on pace for the day, the month,
the quarter and the year?
15. Roll up your sleeves and keep
dialing. Let the negative responses
roll off of you while learning from
every call. Strive to get better at
what you do every time you pick
up the phone.
Start by picking two or three of these tips
that can make the biggest difference for
you and eventually incorporate more into
your calling routine.
Good selling and reach out to us anytime
if we can help you in your quest to
revitalize your sales mojo!

Marisa Pensa is president of Methods in Motion,
a sales training company whose focus is to help
sales teams implement and sustain measurable
improvements in the most critical aspects of sales.
For more information: www.methodsnmotion.com
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Build Your
Inside
Sales
Machine
By Krista Moore

A growing number of independent
dealers are considering changing their
sales organizational structure to include
more inside sales, but not all of them are
sure where and how to begin.
Building a successful inside sales
division is a strategic decision and
should be made thoughtfully, rather than
putting a patch on what could be an even
bigger problem.
Below are some “not so good” reasons
to invest your time and energy into an
inside sales model:
“I need a rep inside behind a desk, so
I can keep an eye on them and know
what they’re doing with their time.”
“My reps are complacent and not
growing their business, so I need
someone inside to make calls to their
customers.”
“Our customer service reps needs
more work to do, so I want them to
make outbound sales calls in their
spare time.”
If reasons like those are driving your
decisions, then it might be time to take a
step back, since all you’re doing is
either responding to current
shortcomings, seeking to address shortterm internal needs or working around
certain employees.
As that wise business consultant Yogi
Berra once said, “You’ve got to be very
careful if you don’t know where you’re

going, because you might not get there!”
If you believe, however, that you need an
inside sales department because of one
or more of the following, then it’s time
to roll up your sleeves and get ready to
build an inside sales machine:
• MIT’s Lead Management Study
reports that inside sales hiring is
outpacing traditional sales hiring 15
to 1.
• You are looking to grow revenue more
efficiently and better align your goto-market strategy with the evolving
buying preferences of your prospects
and clients.
• HBR reports inside sales professionals
can bring in new customers for 40 to
90% less than field sales people.
Once the decision is made, then it is
time to do the research so you can build
your own inside sales machine and
successfully manage it. Some initial steps
may be to get rid of misconceptions and
to understand the frustrations of current
inside sales leaders and their sales reps.
Here are some of the more common
misconceptions that you might need to
discard before starting:
1. Inside sales associates are less of a
salesperson. Inside sales reps are not
necessarily a lower level individual and
therefore should be treated, trained,
mentored, and paid commensurate to
their performance.

2. Inside sales is the same as
telemarketing. Today, an inside sales
rep is not considered a “telemarketing
rep” who only uses the phone to make
contact with customers. Telemarketing
sales has a bad connotation
associated with “dialing for dollars,”
not caring about the customer’s needs,
but just trying to sell something.
Inside sales in 2017 is about a
whole lot more. It combines sales and
marketing, with messaging that
connects with the prospect through a
variety of media. This includes lead
generation, a CRM tool, data
intelligence reports, social marketing,
email, texting, Skype, webinars, etc.
Technology allows the inside sales
person to reach customers in a
number of ways and begin forming
relationships faster, while nurturing
them through various touch points.
This approach naturally increases
customer contact and shortens the
sales process.
3. Inside sales doesn’t need to be
managed as much as outside sales.
Sales reps who are on the receiving
end of this misconception can often
feel like they are in a “churn and burn”
environment where repetition and
rejection can lead to lack of motivation
and burn out. Creating a sales
management system with
accountability is essential for success.
continued on page 41 >>
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Sales machine...

continued from page 40

Sales training and coaching, along with a documented sales
process, is extremely important so that your inside sales reps
can experience greater success. The inside sales environment
should be dynamic and fun, with gaming, rewards, contests
and team building activities the order of the day.

Determine Your Inside Sales Model
There are a variety of sales models to choose from and it is
important to make sure the right goals and expectations are
aligned. Consider the following and determine which one is best
for your customers and your organization:
Sales Development. These inside reps are prequalifying leads
and setting appointments for outside sales reps to manage the
sales process to completion.
Team Approach. Inside reps share a quota while working with
outside reps on a particular territory.
Dedicated Approach. Inside reps have their own territory,
without involvement of the field sales reps, and carry a quota
and manage the sales process from start to finish.
Hybrid Approach. Inside reps spend most of their time at the
dealership but they will also sell outside and when needed,
visit a client.

Frustration and Challenges
The top frustrations or challenges for small sales teams (<10
reps), according to research sponsored by InsideSales.com
and the American Association of Inside Sales Professionals
(AA-ISP), is lead quantity and quality, training and development,
recruiting and hiring and tools and technology. Knowing this
can help you determine what you need to do to overcome some
of the possible challenges that most are facing.
If you’ve made the decision to build an inside sales machine,
we are here to help you be successful and manage it like a welloiled machine.
Join us for the Build Your Inside Sales Machine Training Series,
facilitated by IDGrowth sales coach and trainer Phil Barnett. This
is complimentary for K.Coaching IDGrowth members and only
$49 per session for non-members. Call 919-554-4505 or email
Meghan@kcoaching.com for more information or to register.

Krista Moore is president of K.Coaching, Inc. and founder of IDGrowth Solutions.
The IDGrowth Sales Vault, a learning management system, is utilized by
hundreds of independent dealers to enhance their sales strategies, training and
leadership development. For more information, visit the IDGrowth web site at
www.idgrowth.com.

Build Your Inside Sales Machine
You’ve asked for it, and we’re delivering...
K.Coaching’s IDGrowth Solutions™ is conducting a new training series Build Your Inside
Sales Machine, exclusively for OP dealers, starting Friday, April 7th. The series will include
topics ranging from developing to managing, as well as tips and techniques to help your
sales team be successful.
Developing an Inside Sales Machine - Friday, April 7th 12:00 PM ET
Managing an Inside Sales Machine - Friday, April 21st 12:00 PM ET
Inside Sales Tips and Techniques Part I - Friday, May 5th 12:00 PM ET
Inside Sales Tips and Techniques Part II - Friday, May 19th 12:00 PM ET

All training is included in your IDGrowth™ Membership!
To learn more about membership or to register please call
919-554-4505 or email Meghan@kcoaching.com.
Phil Barnette
IDGrowth™ Sales Coach and Facilitator
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All We Need is a Little Courage
By Janet Collins
Miriam Webster defines courage as “mental or moral strength to venture, persevere
and withstand danger, fear, or difficulty.”
As we look at the fate of the IDC in 2017,
it’s going to take a lot of courage to stand
up and change the way things have been
and find new routes to success.

stepping out in a different direction not
only takes innovative thinking and planning, it takes courage. Why? Because
there’s no easy answer and we are fearful
of the outcome. This fear produces feelings of anger, frustration or even acceptance of unfairness.

Over the last few months, I’ve been
speaking with many dealers, manufacturers, wholesalers and reps about the new
reality of the office products channel. The
shift to a digital economy, the rise of Amazon and other e-tail competitors, technology advances and increasing complexity
in the channel all contribute to a bit of paralysis about what to do.

Courage helps us rise above the fear
that’s keeping us stuck in the present. The
uncertainty of the future and the change
that’s required is scary. Seth Godin, bestselling author and innovator, claims, “If it
scares you, it might be a good thing to
try.” Said another way, if your stomach
aches a little, you’re probably learning
and growing. Dive in!

As with most things, there seems to be
four different ways to respond. There are :

That’s easier said than done, of course. It’s
hard to have the courage to have difficult
conversations with team members who aren’t helping, or to step out of our comfort
zones and learn new technologies.

1. Those who actively make changes
and innovate their businesses
2. Those who recognize the need for
change and have started planning
3. Those who spend their time
complaining and being frustrated
by their current situation, but who
haven’t made the leap toward
positive progress
4. Those who don’t realize they are
being left behind
Kudos to those in the first two categories
and especially those who are actively innovating their business. Looking beyond
how things have always been done and
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Often when the perceived risk is great,
we back away. Innovation suffers. It will
take tremendous courage to take risks
such as saying good-bye to an unprofitable customer or deciding to focus on a
narrow market or investing in a new sales
approach.
The need for courage starts with recognizing that things need to change. According to Partners in Leadership and
The Oz Principle, the first step to taking
accountability is having the Courage to
See It, referring to the ability to be open
INDEPENDENT DEALER

to the reality and allowing yourself to realize what you are doing today may not
work in the future. This sounds simple and
intuitive, yet requires you to be open to
feedback and to hear things you probably
don’t want to hear.
Then, once you are aware, it’s going to take
quite a bit of courage to make the necessary changes. This industry has been doing business in generally the same way for
a long time. Standing with your peers and
partners and sharing what’s working and
what’s not is a first step. Being open and
transparent is the only way forward.
Successfully transforming this industry
for the next generation will likely require
groups of dealers or groups of suppliers
or cross-functional teams working together to make change.
And now is the time. To quote Seth Godin again, “Change almost never fails because it’s too early. It almost always fails
because it’s too late.”
Ask yourself, “Where is a little courage required of me?” Chances are you already
know the answer. Join the cowardly lion
and leave your fearful days behind. Let’s
muster up the courage we need and work
hard to find the answers to get moving!

For help with applying courage, innovative
techniques and strategies to your business,
contact Janet Collins at jcollins@tpstrategy.com
or 513-404-2809.
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